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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

CLEVELAND UTILITIES BOARD 

APRIL 22, 2022 

A regular meeting of the Board of Public Utilities was called to order at 12:30 p.m. in Cleveland 
Utilities’ Executive Conference Room. 
The following board members were present: Aubrey Ector, Chairman; Joe Cate, Vice Chairman; 
Eddie Cartwright, Cleveland Utilities Board; and Councilman David May, Jr., Cleveland Utilities 
Board. 
Absent: Debbie Melton. 
Others in attendance were Tim O. Henderson, President/CEO; John Corum, Administrative 
Services VP; Amy Ensley, Utility Board Secretary; Jimmy Isom, Electric VP; Craig Mullinax, Water 
& Wastewater VP; Marshall Stinnett, VP/CFO; Walt Vineyard, Executive VP; and Michael Francis, 
Facilities Maintenance Supervisor.  Following the Pledge of Allegiance to the American Flag, 
Michael Francis delivered the invocation.  
 
MANAGER’S UPDATE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS  
Tree Line USA Recognition 
Once again, Cleveland Utilities has been designated as a Tree Line USA utility by the Arbor Day 
Foundation for the 22nd consecutive year. This award recognizes utilities that demonstrate best 
practices in quality tree care, all while delivering safe & reliable electric service. This is a team effort. 
CU’s Vegetation Management Director Nick Romito does a great job managing CU’s Vegetation 
Management Program as well as Operations Coordinator Shantae Thompson with facilitation of 
customer calls and the application process. Wolf Tree, Inc., is CU’s current contractor.  
National Drinking Water Week, May 1-7 
Cleveland Utilities will be joining thousands of others nationwide to support National Drinking 
Water Week, May 1-7, and celebrate the importance of water and the central role it plays in daily 
lives. 
TVA Power Play Scholarship 
Grace Longley, daughter of employee Kenny Longley in CU’s Electric Engineering Department, 
was a recipient of one of the TVA Power Distributors Scholarships. Grace is getting ready to 
graduate from Cleveland High School and plans to attend Lee University in the fall.  
Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) Transition Process Update 
Henderson provided an update to the DIP transition process announced at last month’s board 
meeting where CU would be requiring developers to install DIP in new developments. CU has 
met with members of the Ocoee Region Builder’s Association as well as some larger developers 
independent of the group meeting. Due to delivery delays (seven to nine months), availability 
and cost surcharges for DIP, CU will continue to allow PVC to be installed until further notice. 
Once DIP becomes more readily available, the transition from PVC to DIP will be made.  As 
communicated last month, CU will still reimburse for a portion of the DIP expenses if agreeable 
to the developer. 
Candies Creek Sewer Basin Study 
CU is conducting an analysis/model for rehabilitation of the Candies Creek Sewer Basin, which 
comprises 1,505 manholes, 338,743 feet or 65 miles of pipe, a 2.35 MGD lift station with two 
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pumps, and 9,672 feet or 1.83 miles of 14-inch diameter pipe of outfall line. Indicators are clearly 
being seen in this basin where CU has had to shift some rehabilitation efforts to determine its 
capabilities and capacities (this basin also feeds Spring Branch Industrial Park). Henderson noted 
CU must be proactive in making sure that CU is not behind on capacity and capable of keeping up 
with growth and development occurring in this basin. CU will issue a task order with LJA 
Engineering to perform approximately 1,520 manhole inspections, 75 night-time flow isolations, 
smoke testing of 301,042 feet of sewer main and televising an additional 198,452 feet of sewer 
main, including the entirety of the 24-inch interceptor line. Henderson advised there are 
challenges associated with the sewer system capacity-wise and the amount of growth being seen 
could initiate a look for CU to be thinking about potential expansion of the sewer system, not just 
in this said area, but others as well as at the Wastewater Treatment Plant.        
Supply Chain Challenges  
CU is experiencing significant supply chain challenges companywide with obtaining various 
materials/items. In addition to DIP previously mentioned, the electric side is having issues with 
transformer and pedestal orders. Typically, transformer orders through the TVPPA Buyers Group 
have had a 12-to-20-week lead time. In late summer 2021, lead times had grown to 40 to 45 
weeks. By the end of 2021, manufacturers had closed the window for orders for the entire year 
of 2022. CU is monitoring current stock and managing new installations very carefully.  
Additionally, lead times for secondary pedestals have never been a problem. However, the last 
order placed had a 7-month lead time, and current lead times are now 40 weeks from CU’s 
standard vendor.   
 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Vice Chairman Joe Cate made a motion to approve the following items from the Consent Agenda. 
The motion was seconded by Eddie Cartwright, and the Utility Board voted unanimously to 
approve the consent agenda. 
  
A. Approval of the minutes from March 25, 2022. 

 
B. Approval of the following written Financial, Electric, and Water/Wastewater Division Reports:  

FINANCIAL REPORT 
1. Electric Division March 2022 - During the month of March, the cost of purchased power 

as a percentage of retail sales was 72.5 percent and can be compared to the budgeted 
percentage of 74.1 percent for FY 2022. The results for March are electric sales revenue 
of $7,908,157, which was offset by a purchased power expense of $5,731,329. This 
resulted in an operating margin of $2,176,828. This is compared to a budgeted margin of 
$1,929,894. Operating expenses for the month were $1,793,353. This is compared to a 
budgeted operating expense of $1,903,010. These revenue numbers were driven by a 
customer base of 32,600. The net income for the month was $588,334 and can be 
compared to a budgeted net income of $163,912. 

2. Water Division March 2022 - For March, water sales revenue was $1,317,412. This is 
compared to the budgeted amount of $1,318,029. Other revenue sources contributed an 
additional $238,636 for the month. These revenue numbers were driven by a customer 
base of 33,326. Operating expenses for the month were $1,512,947. This is compared to 
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the budgeted amount of $1,422,077. The division recorded an operating income of 
$43,101, which is compared to a budgeted operating income of $19,106. 

3. Wastewater Division March 2022 - For March, wastewater treatment revenue was 
$1,053,589. This is compared to the budgeted amount of $1,049,569. Other revenue 
sources contributed an additional $238,406 for the month. These revenue numbers were 
driven by a customer base of 20,089. Operating expenses for the month were $1,183,680. 
This is compared to the budgeted amount of $1,106,355. The division recorded an 
operating income of $108,315, which is compared to a budgeted operating income of 
$17,781. 

 
ELECTRIC REPORT 
1. An update was provided for the ongoing Lang Street Substation Rebuild Project. During 

March, the concrete pads for the power transformers and control building were poured 
by Black Construction. This will allow plenty of time for the concrete to cure before the 
transformers arrive on May 9. The rest of the concrete foundations will be poured after 
the power transformers have been installed to allow for easier access by the cranes. CU 
line crews also installed a 70-foot steel pole at the site so static wire can be installed over 
the transformers after they are set on the pads. This will provide temporary lightning 
protection over the transformers until the Lightning Eliminator devices are installed later 
in the project. Operations hosted a formal bid opening for the perimeter security fence 
around Lang Street Substation. Quality Fencing submitted the low bid meeting all 
requirements and was awarded the bid. 

2. Two more sets of the S&C Tripsaver reclosers were installed in the field on Kile Lake Road 
SE and Buchanan Road SE. These tripsavers are on three-phase lines but will operate and 
trip individually. Both sets also have communication modules, and the status of the 
devices can be seen in SCADA. This will make a total of five sets of these devices in the 
field with communication devices. Over the next few months, four more sets will be 
installed. Engineering also attended a brief training class on the devices to better 
understand how to coordinate them with the substation feeder relays. The TripSavers 
must be programmed properly so they trip before the substation breaker trips. The S&C 
representative was able to answer CU’s questions which provides confidence for proper 
installation. 

3. Electric Engineering continued to work with the city on the installation of conduit along 
Edwards Street for the new underground lines. Public Works was able to complete their 
portion of the conduit installation in March. There is a small section the contractor for the 
Sanda Mills Building will have to complete before CU can begin installing the new lines. 
CU crews also replaced an existing wood pole with a steel one at the corner of Edwards & 
Inman Streets where the overhead lines will be connected to the underground lines. It is 
much easier to change the pole in advance of attaching the underground lines 

4. When the Harrison Pike Recloser was brought online last month, it was determined the 
load beyond the recloser was not well balanced. Therefore, engineering released a work 
order to change the phase on some taps to evenly distribute the load between the three 
phases. This will make the circuit more efficient and eliminate the concern of tripping the 
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substation breaker from unbalanced loading. The balancing of this section of line is also 
necessary for the distribution automation transition. 

5. Engineering has been working with the facility manager at the Eaton/Danfoss facility on 
Hardeman Lane to change their pad-mount transformer. Their maintenance department 
scanned the transformer with an infrared camera and found a hot bushing. CU operations 
confirmed the findings and determined it would need to be replaced. Due to the existing 
transformer being several years old, the new replacement transformer is physically too 
large for the current concrete transformer pad. Therefore, the company will have to 
add/extend the pad to accommodate the new transformer. Engineering provided 
dimensions for the transformer pad and the company will be pouring the pad extension in 
the next several weeks. Once complete, the transformer will be replaced. 

6. Engineering released a work order for service to the new O’Reilly Auto Parts store at 3884 
Candies Creek Lane NW. The work order calls for a 75 kVA, 120/208-volt pad-mount 
transformer and 900 feet of underground primary. The new transformer was located on 
the property line so electric service for the adjacent lot can be served from the same 
transformer location and help with the current supply issues on transformers. The 
estimated cost of the project is $13,044.53. 

7. Cleveland Utilities participated in the recent Career Day at the new Pie Center on Parker 
Street NE. CU sent a lineman along with a bucket truck and various tools as a sample 
illustration. This gives local students the opportunity to meet a line worker and ask 
questions about potential career opportunities in the electrical trade. 

8. Cleveland Utilities began the process of transferring existing VEC electric customers along 
the franchised area on North Lee Highway to Cleveland Utilities. This area includes both 
sides of North Lee Highway from Tasso Lane NE up to and including Anatole Subdivision. 
A new joint-use line was constructed along North Lee Highway with both utilities on the 
new pole line. Over the next several weeks most of the customers will be transferred 
except for Anatole Subdivision. A large number of single-phase, pad-mount transformers 
will have to be replaced in Anatole because CU and VEC have different primary voltages. 
Due to the present transformer supply concerns, this transfer will be done at a later date. 

9. A comprehensive Reliability Statistics report for 2019 through 2021 was presented: 

• The ASAI (Average Service Availability Index) statistic is the percentage of time 
that the system was available through the year. Data was also provided for 
utilities in the same region who utilize the eReliability Tracker software.  Cleveland 
Utilities is in Region 7 along with 45 other utilities, and a Class 5 based on 
customer size range (14,329-499,542 customers). CU achieved 99.9833 percent in 
2021 compared to 99.9751 percent in 2020 and 99.9845 percent in 2019. The ASAI 
percentage for the APPA Region 7 was 99.9657 in 2021 (includes 45 utilities), 
99.9452 in 2020 (includes 44 utilities) and 99.9718 in 2019 (includes 43 utilities). 
The ASAI percentage for APPA Class 5 was 99.9667 in 2021, 99.9599 in 2020, and 
99.9766 in 2019. 

• CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption Duration Index) is defined as the average 
length of time that a customer’s outage lasts in minutes. CU per customer average 
was 68.5 minutes in 2021, 75.83 minutes in 2020, and 55 minutes in 2019. The 
APPA average for Region 7 was 118.58 in 2021, 214.69 in 2020, and 114.85 in 
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2019. The APPA average for Class 5 was 138.36 in 2021, 185.48 in 2020, and 
118.34 in 2019. 

•  SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index) is the average outage 
duration for each customer served. CU’s total was 87.7 minutes in 2021, 
compared to 130.85 minutes in 2020 and 81.31 minutes in 2019. The APPA 
average for Region 7 was 180.25 in 2021, 308.34 in 2020 and 149.02 in 2019. The 
APPA average for Class 5 was 176.62 in 2021, 220.57 in 2020, and 124.07 in 2019. 

•  SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index) is the average number of 
interruptions that every customer would experience. The average for CU was 1.28 
for 2021, compared to 1.73 in 2020 and 1.47 in 2019. APPA Region 7 averages 
were 1.33 in 2021, 1.21 in 2020 and 1.21 in 2019. APPA Class 5 averages were 1.11 
in 2021, 1.08 in 2020, and .94 in 2019. 

10. An update was presented on traffic lighting: 

• CU engineering met with TDOT representatives at Highway 64 & Minnis Road 
where TDOT will be performing a maintenance project to improve the offset of 
the left turn lanes. Additional striping will be added, and the existing loop 
detection will be replaced with radar. 

• The Traffic Signal Coordinator added an earlier coordination plan for weekdays. 
The new coordination plan helps prevent queues from Young Road backing 
through APD-40 during the mid-day period.  A similar plan was previously added 
for the PM period. 

• CU engineering and meter lab personnel verified the loop detection at Inman & 
Gaut Streets would be lost due to sidewalk construction for the multimodal 
project. A Miovision camera will replace detection at this location after looking at 
the cost of several options. 

WATER & WASTEWATER REPORT 
1. CTI finalized the Preliminary Engineering Report for the Cleveland Filter Plant (CFP) Pump 

Station and Force Main to Chatata Creek (Sewer) Pump Station. 
2. HDR has completed the design for the CFP Sodium Hypochlorite (Bleach) Project 

(Alternative Disinfection). The SRF documents are being prepared. 
3. The Waterville Springs Plant chlorine scrubber final design is in progress. 
4. The Spring Branch Road water main extension installation and pressure testing have been 

completed. 
5. Wright Industrial Group has painted/completed 1,031 fire hydrants for Phase 1 of the 

project. 71 hydrants were primed during this period. 
6. The Walker Brow Booster Pump Station alternatives evaluation report has been finalized. 
7. The Lauderdale Highway area water distribution and sewer collection improvements task 

is complete. The final amount for the studies (water and sewer) was $44,728 each. 
8. The SR312 water main replacement (emergency bridge replacement) is complete and in 

service.  
9. Engineering is reviewing the following plans: 

• Silver Springs, Phase 4, on Old Freewill Road (12 lots) with a project scope of 495 
feet of 6-inch water main and 475 feet of 8-inch sewer main. 
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• Haven Ridge Subdivision (formerly part of Dashwood Subdivision) near the Weeks 
Road tank site (20 lots). The development comprises 937 feet of 6-inch water main 
and 819 feet of 8-inch sewer main.  

10. An update was provided for the ongoing Wastewater Rehabilitation Project: 

• The contractor is installing new sewer main for the Dalton Pike Sewer 
Rehabilitation Project. Work is expected to be complete early next week.  

• In reference to the 2021 Rehabilitation Project, the contractor completed 4,565 
feet of mainline rehabilitation, 45 service lateral rehabilitations, 3 manhole 
rehabilitations, and 50 cleanout installations during this period.      

11. The Meter Department set 48 meters through March 2022 compared to 58 for March 
2021 and 26 for March 2020. Of the 48 sets, 35 were single family homes, 4 were 
townhomes, 4 were apartments, 2 were commercial and 3 were irrigation.   

12. The total amount of rainfall recorded at the CFP as of April 20, 2022, was 2.38 inches for 
the month which brings the total to 21.77 inches for the calendar year. This can be 
compared to 37.27 inches for the same period in 2020 (largest rainfall totals thru April 
1996-2022) and 8.75 inches in 2007 (lowest rainfall totals thru April 1996-2022).  
 

C. Approval of a purchase order to Exceleron in the amount of $53,544.73 for the prepay and 
online telephone payment processing fees for March.  
 

D. Approval of a contract with Consolidated Technologies, Inc., dba CTI Engineers, Inc., in the 
amount of $125,000 for the Wilkinson Road Pump Station and Force Main Project.  The 
contract includes surveying, detailed design and permitting of the pump station and force 
main. The project is budgeted for FY 2023. 
 

OTHER BUSINESS 
Future Board Meeting Dates 
Future scheduled board meeting dates to be held in CU’s Executive Conference Room (unless 
announced otherwise) noted below: 
         Friday, May 27, 12:30 p.m. 
  Friday, June 24, 12:30 p.m. 

There being no other business, David May, Jr., made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Eddie 
Cartwright seconded the motion, and the board unanimously voted to adjourn the meeting at 
1:05 p.m. 

 
____________________ 
Board Secretary 

       __________________________ 
       Board Chairman 

       __May 27, 2022_____________ 
       Date   


